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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Price Building Consultancy manage all building and

Read on for our interview with Simon Tree, Contracts

refurbishment needs; from work space consultancy

Director at Price Building Consultancy.

and planning, right through to facilities management.
Working with Price helps takes the hassle out of any

HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT OTL?

building project, as they take care of it all, whether you

OTL were recommended to us by one of our suppliers

are fitting out an existing space or moving to a new

back in 2008. We’ve used On The Level products for a

SECTOR:

location.

number of different high-end projects now and have

Residential

Founded in 2006 by Stephen Price, Price Building

OUR CLIENT:

Consultancy have an exceptional reputation of

Price Building Consultancy

OTL PRODUCTS SPECIFIED:
OTL INFINITY I-Line

always been happy with the outcome of any product
we purchase.

building excellence and client satisfaction. When
it comes to achieving projects on time and within
budget they have a 100% track record, even when
working to critical completion dates and short
turnaround times.
The project OTL were asked to help with was a
private residence in Sevenoaks, Kent. Price Building
Consultancy have been there for 14 months (full- time),
undertaking a complete renovation of the interior and
exterior of the property, as well as working a third floor
into the loft. The project includes new flooring, fixtures
and fittings, as well as painting of walls and ceilings etc.
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than adding any additional time or hassle to an already
large-scale project.

ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THE FINISHED
RESULT?
Absolutely. The finished look of the en-suite is so
unique, I’m quite proud to be able to put our name to
it.

WHAT MADE YOU DECIDE ON THE
INFINITY I-LINE PRODUCT?
We didn’t know what product to use for the designs of
the bathroom we had so that’s when I gave Tim at OTL
a call. I explained to him the concept of the open plan
en-suite and some of the design features the client
had requested. We discussed a few options and then
Tim told me about the not yet released INFINITY I-Line
channel. From that moment on I was sold; I knew I
could trust OTL because of our long-standing working
relationship with them, so being one of the first to
try a new product was a no brainer and an exciting
prospect.

HOW EASY DID YOU FIND THE
INSTALLATION OF THE INFINITY
I-LINE?
My colleague, Tony, fitted the INFINITY I-Line and said
at the time how easy it was to install. The product
came with instructions anyway but it really was one of
the most simple, hassle-free installations we’ve had. It
really made the job fit well within our timescales rather
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